JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1I02 - ISRAEL
Non-Continuous
Time Code!
<08/96>
[u-bit #48913760]
1376-4-6
00:18:50 1) land reform - people working in fields, “Plant Parasites Treated
-00:19:59 To A Dose Of Sulphuric Acid.” - men emptying wheel barrels
00:20:02 2) General Sir Edmund Allenby entering holy city with Allied
-00:21:54 Ministers and Military Attaches

(N) Palestine: 20s
(N) WWI: Palestine Allenby In
[section]

00:21:58 3) MCSs British soldiers and native people in streets
-00:22:13 (1920s)

(N) Palestine:
Jerusalem

00:22:18 4) League of Nations in session at Geneva
-00:22:28 (1920s) [Kinograms]

(N) Conferences

00:22:31 5) League of Nations meeting in England at St. James Palace -00:22:34 Balfour arriving on foot, Mr. Bourgeois from France,
00:24:56
M. Thomas, M. Matsui of Japan [Kinograms]
-00:25:13

(S) Conferences
[same as below
00:43:05-00:43:26]

00:25:16 6) MCU man with load on his back, village street scenes
-00:25:42

(N) Middle East:
Palestine
[section]

1376-3-3
00:30:29 1) “The Climax Of His Superb Struggle For Victory - The Signing
(S) Conferences
-00:31:27 Of The Peace Treaty In 1919” - MLS delegates inside Hall of
[also see 1X19
Mirrors, PAN of delegates, Wilson, Clemenceau, Lloyd George, and
00:19:18-00:20:29]
Orlando of Italy coming out of door and posing on top of steps
[also see 1W01
then going back inside / ticker tape parade welcome in New York
01:37:59-01:38:08]
in 1922 [MGM International Newsreel]
[also see 1C14
01:03:18-01:04:03]
00:34:20 2) people walking and vegetable vendor in street, men herding
-00:39:41 donkeys with heavy loads along streets, scenes of people walking
in streets, man posing, men sitting next to wall, man on horse
leading tied up man walking along street, LS view of city, camels
grazing, shepherd with sheep, MCS woman on horse along road,
scenes of people walking in streets (1920s?)

(N) Palestine:
Jerusalem Sel. Sequences
NR1
1I02 -2-
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00:43:05 3) League of Nations meeting in England - Balfour arriving,
-00:43:26 Mr. Bourgeois, M. Thomas, M. Matsui [Kinograms]

(S) Conferences
[same as above
00:22:31-00:25:13]

1376-1-6
00:58:16 1) “Birth Of Israel Opens Gates Of Palestine”
-01:02:22 <“Scenes of jubilation across two continents are filmed by
Telenews. Jews in Washington, Detroit and New York dance in
the streets in honor of Israel's Declaration of Independence.
While in Cyprus, 60,000 internees, whose long trek to Palestine
was interrupted by British internment, prepare to join the fighters
of their new homeland.”> (May 18, 1948)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
2 #20 (S-1)
[also on 1X38
15:13:09-15:17:19]

01:03:41 2) story of Israel
-01:08:46 (1950)

(N) Telenews: Israel
-1[silent]

01:11:42 3) story of Israel
-01:12:29 <“Israel - two years of freedom - as Israel celebrates its second
01:13:28
anniversary of independence, Telenews reviews the history of the
-01:14:00 young nation: March 1948: to Jewish internees at Cyprus, the
future looked bleak indeed. The United Nations Special Assembly
on Palestine, immobilized by British refusal to act, added to the
general depression in the Holy Land. In Jerusalem, bloodshed
continued between Arabs and Jews, and Abdullah marched
triumphantly through the streets of the old city. But in May, the
Jewish state proclaimed its independence. Around the world the
Jewish people rejoiced. America sent an Ambassador to the new
land and the first eager immigrants arrived. Telenews brings the
story up to date with scenes of rejoicing and sorrow in the Holy
Land today.”> (April 30, 1950)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
4 #17 (S-1)
[sound]

01:14:03 4) “Palestine - New Settlement Is Born”
-01:14:49 MS stake in desert marking the site of new colony
MS newly built frame house
LS and MS men tilling soil
MS men with picks working on road
LS brick wall
MS man riding horse followed by two men
MS men working around stone house
LS house on top of hill
CU Jewish flag flying
(04/30/47)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
1 #1 (S-5)

1I02 -301:16:30 5) Palestine - first pictures from Jerusalem since truce

(N) Newsreels:

-01:16:41
01:18:21
-01:18:59
01:21:48
-01:22:30
01:23:29
-01:23:52
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<“King Abdullah’s Arab Legion sweeps into the devastated old
city of Jerusalem, led by their British commander Glubb Pasha.
The Holy City, spouting flames to the sky, is looted and ransacked
by the Arabs. Violent warfare has left equally profound scars on the
people as on the town.”>
(06/15/48)

01:25:18 6) disarmament - Geneva Conference and League of Nations
-01:27:01

Telenews Wk. Vol.
2 #24 (S-1)

(N) Conferences
[sound]

1376-2-2
02:24:53 1) montage - bombs dropping, mass rallies, Hitler etc.
-02:26:47

(N) WWII: Nazi Plan Sel. Sequences
[sound]

02:26:49 2) troops, Hitler speaking, Hitler in autos, workers, rally, swastikas
-02:28:36 on flags, poor people, blockaded street, soldiers firing machine
gun, troops marching

(N) Hitler: Nazi
Related
[sound]

1376-5-1
02:36:49 1) book burning (05/10/33)
-02:39:11 rally at night, Goebbels, still pictures of intellectuals (Freud,
Mendelssohn, Einstein etc.) superimposed over images of bonfire,
CU Hitler speaking and shaking fist

(N) WWII: “ Fight For
Peace” Reel 2
[section]
[sound-English
narration]
[also on 1G20
07:23:10-

07:25:30]
[also on 1N25
11:37:06-11:39:27]
1507-1-1
02:39:29 1) “NYC - ‘The Redemption Of Palestine’ sung By 40,000 Jews”
-02:40:40 - parade [Gaumont Graphic] <some decomp>

(N) Demonstrations:
Jewish - 20s

